CALLING ALL KID SPIES!

Do you have what it takes to be a Spy Kid? With a little practice, you can be a part of Tony and Patty's elite team of Spy Kids at the Organization of Super Spies (OSS)!

Your mission is to complete these Spy Training Activities to sharpen those secret agent skills. For more training at home, ask your parents to visit our spy training facility Hyskor Run on Roblox!

01. CREATE YOUR OWN SPY GADGET

Every spy needs their own personal gadget, made for any mission you can imagine. Start by writing out a few ideas for what your gadget could do, and finish by drawing a picture of the gadget you created.

Is your gadget something you wear? Carry? Can it take you places? How?

What kind of tools does your gadget have? What do they do, and what are they for?

Does your gadget have any special powers to get you out of trouble, or protect you?

Draw a picture of your gadget – or draw a portrait of yourself using the gadget!
02. CRACK THE CROSSWORD

Do you know your spy vocab? See if you can fill in the clues to complete the crossword puzzle.

DOWN
1. Spy ___ Generator
3. Armageddon ___
5. If you touch the lasers, this might go off
7. Be careful where you step; this might squeak
9. Invisible ___
10. Secret Agent

ACROSS
2. Something you can’t tell
4. Spy tool
6. If you’re in trouble, go straight to the ___ House
8. Spy’s secret assignment

03. MISSION MAZE

Oh no! The villains have figured out your location! Avoid capture by traveling from your Spy Headquarters to the Safe House without hitting any obstacles or dead ends on the way.
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